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No wind, no rain, sunny and warm,
Emerald green bamboos stand with
distinctive branches.
Great to have guests at cool nights,
and make a pot of Yellow Mountain tea.
Some new leaves are on rustling bamboos,
with light, horizontal strokes of mountains.
Now, at Qingming and Grain Rain

Enjoy a cup of fragrant tea.

Grain Rain, the last solar term in spring, means sprouts need much rain water to grow.
In this period, the temperature in south China rises rapidly and due to warm, humid air
flows, the precipitation and humidity also increase.
Grain Rain also marks the beginning of farmers busy with farming in a year. Although
this rainy period is good for the growth of plants, there is still an uncertainty in climate
change because of El Niño continuously raging. Some adjustments in agricultural
production should be made in accordance with the actual situation.
After Grain Rain, the precipitation and humidity will keep increasing and thus our
regimen cannot be separated from the effects of environmental changes. Adjusting our
inner body can help our physical body adapt to changes in the external environment,
maintaining normal physical functions.
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On 17 March, we held a luncheon and a hand-made dumpling workshop. This time,
the fillings and the wrappers were hand-made. Organic celery and leek were used as the
ingredients of the fillings. Some of them were from Lingnan Garden and some were selfplanted. Almost all the other ingredients were organic. Every participant, especially those
from other countries and students from the service learning programme, were so happy
to take part in the dumpling workshop. They worked seriously and smiled with satisfaction
after their hard work in Lingnan Garden.

We thank again Josephine who brought noodles
and fish balls, Lai Seung who brought minced fish,
Xiaohui who made hot sauces with peanuts, and
Wendy who provided pineapples and bananas.

You all are welcome to share self-made food
and your cooking recipes with us so that not only
can we enjoy healthy food, we also learn cooking
methods and other life skills.
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On 20 March, on this sunny day, we had new
helpers for harvesting and farming. Since
some of them tasted the dumplings with
celery fillings in the previous event, they
wanted to take some harvested celeries and
make dumplings at home. Delicious meals
indeed can keep people motivated to cook.

On 22 March, Rafael Barreto Jijon
and Monica Cascante, engineers from
Ecuador, visited Lingnan Garden. They
were interested in the plants in the garden
after listening to Lai Seung's introduction
to them and appreciated the Lingnan
Gardeners project. Afterwards, they
shared with us news about their country's
agriculture and its current economic

On 23 March, we had Prof. Dai Jinhua as our guest speaker for the seminar on Alejandro
González Iñárritu's The Revenant (2015), which was organized by the Master of Cultural
Studies Programme and co-organized by Lingnan Gardeners and Global University for
Sustainability. Using the film as an entry point, Prof. Dai talked about the revenant of
indigenous peoples of the Americas and of ecological environment and how to interpret
what the future will be with the disappearing nature by reading the film plots and mise-enscene. If you missed the talk, please watch the full video of the event at https://youtu.be/
jimpK5fLI6o. The Chinese summary transcript is attached at the end of this newsletter.
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Now, spring is departing. Despite the death of most of the plants during the previous
cold wave and consecutive rainy days, the plants in our garden still strive to live and grow.
Starting from April, we will plant Chinese herbs and other plants good for our health
on the two sides of Wing On Square and at the concrete pillars on the western side of
Wonderland. If you are tired of looking at the computer screen, you are most welcome to
join and help us. Thank you!

14 Apr (Thu), 12:30-14:00pm at Lingnan Garden. Luncheon after Ching Ming Festival
18 Apr (Mon), 16:30-18:00 at LKK101. Seminar of Lingnan Gardeners
Topic: Fukushima after 5 years of the Nuclear Disaster
Moderator: Ms. Au Yeung Lai Seung
Speakers: Yeung Ching Kiu, Lai Tsz Ying, and Siu Wan Ting
Lingnan University students and our colleagues visited Fukushima recently and they
will tell us about the current situation of Fukushima. Welcome to join us!
23 Apr (Sat),10:00-12:00am at Lingnan Garden, Farming activity
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